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empty strings
t'o"s in tl is equal to the number of ,,b"s in u.,

"abba" and ,,bbaa,,in the substrings
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This paper has 6 questionJ i" u t"t"f1f z\"*i
: Three Ffours

tmata are good models for computers with an extremely limited amount of memory.
the formal definition of a finite automaton.

a finite automaton for strings made of ,,6,' and ,,1,, with a minimum rength , .":'oo'every even character as ,,1',.

[30%]the state diagram for the finite automaton you have cieated in part (b)., JU., rrilve cieatrect rn part (b). [10%]what is meant by regular language.
[20%][20%]iate Determi,nisti,c Fi,ni,te Automata and Non-d,etermi,nistic Fi,ni,te Automata. 
tzry%)

are another means to define languages.

advantages of regular expressions over finite automaton.
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regular expression for the language with alphabet ,,0,, k ul,
of "0"s and each ,,0" is followed by at least one ,,1,,.

the finite automaton given in the folrowing figure into regurar expression.

lemma for regular languages and its purpose.

with alphabet {a, b} and of the form {anb2, : n } 0}.

l0%l
and contains an even

[25%]

'25%l

12o%l

Prove by applying

[20%]

[25%]

that L is not regular.

are traditionally used for defining the syntax of programming ranguages

of a context free grammar.

of strings tr.' with alphabet {o,b} satisfying the following:
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Continuation of Question 3...

1.

ii.
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Write five different valid strings of the above language.

Create a context free grammar for the language I defined above. Note:

should be able produce as many different patterns of strings as

possible valid strings.

iii. Create a parse tree for a string with at least eight alphabets. Note:

such that it needs many grammar rules for parsing.

4. Pushdown automaton is another kind of computational modei similar llke fi,nzte

(a) Give the definition of a determzni,sti,c pushdown automaton.

(b) Write the format of the transi,ti,on funct'ion of the pushdown automaton

clearly.

(c) Let L be a language of strings r.u with alphabet {o,b} and of the form

Create a pushdown automaton for the language tr.

(d) Apply the pushdown automation developed in part (c) to show that the

valid string of the language Z defined in part (c).

5. Pumping Iemma for regular languages can be generalised for content-free

(a) Write the Pumping lemma for the context-free Languages.

(b) Let Lbe a language of strings tu with alphabet {o,b} and of the form{

Using the pumping lemma show that 1, is not context-free.

(c) trxplain the statement "All regular languages are contert-free but not

guages are reguLar", with the aid of suitable examples.

6. Turing mach'ine is another kind of computational model but as powerful as a

(a) Write the formal definition of a Turing machine.

(b) Let I be a language with alphabet {a, b} and of the form {a"b2" : n

Turing machine with one tape that can accept strings of the language

(c) Show how the Turing machine constructed in part (b) works to accept
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